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SWOT ISSUES VALUES OUR VISION

RESILIENCE X DIVERSITY X CONNECTIVITY

PROJECTS
THE BRIDGING PROJECT

THE HIGHLIGHTS PROJECT

THE CORRIDOR PROJECT

THE SKATING HAVEN PROJECT

THE PLAZA PROJECT

SITE PLANS
ZONING PLAN ROUTE NETWORK PLAN

PROCESS

BUILDING TYPOLOGY

POLICIES
Social-Econimic

Nature

Built Environment

-Diverse economic activities will be promoted by mixed land use regulation.
-At least 40 % of the fees for parking, private boats and commercial activities should be used in the development of the 
 Scheveningen Harbor area.
-In order to promote social diversity, residential areas should include 25% social housing.
-The building volume should not be sold or exchanged.

-All green spaces should be designed to maximise water management functions.
-Greenery and buildings should strive towards minimizing the effects of rough weather such as heavy rain,
  strong winds, especially hot and cold temperatures.
-Greenery should be linked in corridors in order to promote sustainable ecosystem services.

In 2030, Scheveningen harbor will be known as the Blue Heart area, 
welcoming citizens and tourists to an all year round display of water 
management projects that have diverse uses for all social groups. It will be a 
place to live, work, be active and enjoy. Every piece of redevelopment initiative in
the public spaces will strive to embody adaptable functions such as flood 
protection and weather mitigation strategies in an uncontested manner. It will be 
the district’s gathering haven with abundant green spaces and possibilities for 
social as well as sports activities. The harbor area will have a pedestrian friendly, 
accessible and enjoyable walkway sided by restaurants and boutiques, proudly 
displaying the diversity of land uses with its industrial qualities side by side with 
commercial and leisure uses. 

-Every new feature needs to have a multifunctional use including water defense and rough weather protection.
-Future building developments will be regulated in materials, morphology and typology according to the land use plan.
-The built environment should promote connectivity in terms of public transport, pedestrian walkways and visual connections.

INTRO ANALYSIS

Schaal 1:5000
Industry
Commercial Functions
Civic amenities
catering facilities
Mixed functions (living with comm. Baseboard )
Primary residential function

Legend Scheveningen Harbour

Scheveningen harbor area is 
located in north-western Hague
 in the Netherlands and is a 
seaside neighborhood that is 
popular both among tourists 
and locals.

-3 new and vibrant plazas
-multifunctional meeting points 
for diverse social groups
-social as well as sport activities
-integrated water management 
-greenery

-creating landmarks
-shaping identities and directions for tourists
-participation, ownership
-inviting Schveningese to highlight their homeland
 by THEMSELVES!

-comprehensive walkways
-connecting the Hague to the seaside
-arteries connecting the harbour and the beach
-greenery and landmarks showing the way

-our first waterfront flooding defense line
-serve as catch basins when tide rises
-all water in the skating rink will be processed for 
 consumption

Through the use of a green 
roof, this project manages 
the stormwater that flows 
from the superior level 
sidewalk. This project 
activates the immediate 
surrounding space and 
emphasises the proposed 
green corridor containing 
the harbor. 

LA VEGA PLAZA

TRANSFORMED OPEN-AIR CINEMA PLAZA
-an amphitheater relative to the ground level. 
-a transform and multifunctional space
1. In summer an amphitheater works as 
    an open-air cinema. 
2. In winter - can be used as a skating rink. 
3. In the case of floods the amphitheater can be used 
    as a water tank.

-a recreational bridge which will 
 contribute for the connectivity 
 and vibrance of the seaside 
 development
-integrating the concept of 
 recreational within the bridging

3.
-arcade typologies, mixed and compact
-creating active frontage which invites the public to use the building

2.
-intermediate zone typologies which are human scaled
-a raised platform which is protected from the flood and to host social 
 and commercial activities .

1.
-a low rise typologies which are integral part of the sea side landscape.
accessible green roofs 
-a layer of activities which help in efficient space usage and water 
management and flood protection

pedestrian
bicycle
vehicle
tram


